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Toastmaster word of the day

February 1, 2011 / Parker Toastmasters / Article, Blog by Bill Morgan | It's hard at first look to choose the words of the day. If you use ambiguous language from Elizabethan England, you can't participate much. When you choose a negative word, people don't attract the feeling of using it. Grammars
usually have no problem choosing words in practice, but they imagine how it can be used which can be very difficult. When you had to choose a word, you probably opened a dictionary and thesaurus and randomly selected one. You can go to the online dictionary (try .com.reference). There you can not
only give a word, but also automatically email 1! It means that adjectives and adverbs are the best, and there should be more positive connotations than can be widely used. The words of a great day are like a delicious dressing in a salad - it makes a great speech even better! KHIMJI Toastmasters Club
No.1118594, Dist #: 79, Est: 12/10/2007 Main Articles | Health Page | Computers | Diseases | Education | Entertainment | Family Business | Fitness | Fruits and Vegetables | Jobs | General | Personality | Technology | Tourism | Sports Biography Page | Heroes and Incredible People | Invention | Useful
Tips Toastmaster | Public Speaking | Impromptu Speech | CC Manual | CL Manual | Pre-Manual | Form &amp; Download WORD OF DAY Means: 1) Accuracy of actions, 2) Pay attention to format and etiquette. Puncture (adv), puncture (n) Example: TMOD is known for his chastiseness in dealing with
speech and various roles. The Toastmasters International Manual insisted on a punitive run of its recommendations. Our club mentors are punitively following up on the newly joined Toastmaster going up the stairs. Our vice-president was very punitive about putting together the club's newsletter model.
We are punitive about keeping our desks clean and removing litter. (Courtesy: TM Rajaschekaran) -------------------- Words of the Day: SEDULOUS Meaning: Asidas, hardworking, enthusiastic, active, showing untanging v Careful patience and perseverance and constant effort and achievement in v efforts
and applied sentences showing untangry: sublime craftsmanship was intricately carved and evident in all of its fine fits, if you do all the homework this week, I will take you to the movies. Radhika was known to her teacher as a quiet and calm girl. TM Ravendran Nambias is dead in planning club activities
and TM outcomes to ensure our club gets 10 DCP pints.Consumption (Adj) means: complete, perfect, completely skilled. Consumption (n) Consumption (v) Example: He was a consuming speaker, taking every opportunity to excite the audience. Talking, singing, acting and hosting events, Khimi
Toastmasters is one of the entertainment. Ralph Waldo Emerson quotes All great speakers were bad speakers at first. Those who stumbled through it through England for seven years made Cobden a consumerist. -------------------------------- verbs (instil, drip, drip) gradually but firmly establish (ideas and
attitudes) in a person's mind: the moral value her parents instilled in her put (substance) into something in the form of liquid droplets: she was taught how to inject eye drops toast master club sessions in-in '+ from still' Drop', words of the day (from Stilla 'Drop'): Phenomenal (Adj) [informed by TM R Anil
Kumar] Stampeda (Adj.) means: impressive, especially our Toastmasters' phenomenal efforts to complete their CC and CL in a short period of time that is bigger or better than you'd expect is high amazingly (Adv.) All the speakers are running phenomenally. Word master: TM L. Nayak Efflugent (Adj),
Efflugens (noun). Meaning: literally glowing, brilliant shine, wonderful, incandescent, dazzling, shiny. My dear Efigent Kinzi Toastmasters, I'm sure you will not only love this word, use this Efful during the session, but also use this Efful after the session word master: CC Raveendran Word of day: FLAMBOY-ANT Brilliant/flamboyant words (nouns) loud acting, such as flashy, very easily noticed, confident way Ex: flamboyant colors flamboyant idol flamboyant speech quotes of the international community: all good deeds are charity: Mahomet proverbs: speech is silver. Silence id Word Master of Gold:
ACB Srikumar Pie Day Words: ELUCIDATE Verb Clearly Explained, Explained, Unraveled (n) Ex: If You Don't Understand My Plan; I'll Unravel It Quote: Anger Is One Of The Proverbs of Danger: Soft Fire Makes Sweet Matt WordMaster: TM Sitara Kushmiward Day: METICULOUSAdj; Pay close
attention (adv); pay close attention (n) meaning - pay close attention to or indicate fine details; Very meticulously the speech throughout the presentation was meticulously prepared She has always been very meticulous about her appearance Quote: People seek criticism. But they want to praise the
proverb: a good fence makes a good neighbor Word Master: CC Shrie Raman Date: 18/11/2009 Today's words: ARDENT meaning, marked by intense emotions, strong entanglements, I am an avid lover of Brazilian football toastmastersQuote: The courage of a great leader to fulfill his vision forms a
passion that does not form a position - John Maxwell Wordmaster: Date: Word - Something added to give a taste, fun and exciting quality, synonymous with enthusiasm: taste, taste, joy, enthusiasm, kickzestoful (Aju), Zestfulnes (noun), Zestfulnes (noun), Zestfulnes (noun) Miss you get many items with
enthusiastic flavor proverbs: beauty may open the door, but the only virtue goes into the quote: Word Master: TM Sunil Kumar Ravi Date: 21.10.2009 Today's words: CACOPONY Meaning - Examples of discord and meaningless mixture of sounds: I heard kakophony in the corner during a traffic jam: 1.As
you speak: CC Zina Chandran Date: 14.10.2009 Words of the day: FERTOUR Meaning - Warmth and seriousness of feeling, examples of passion and enthusiasm: Mr Toastmaster of the day announced the session with great enthusiasm and all members enjoyed the excited session TM Nanthakumar
gave his groundbreaking speech with a proverb of great enthusiasm: 1.Friends' eyes are good mirrors - Irish proverbial quote: 1. We always see each other in Smiloe. Smiling is the beginning of love - mother Teresa Wardmaster: CTM Ravendran Date: 02.09.2009 Words of the day: ASSIDOUOUS (Adj),
Asidias (adv) Meaning, constantly attentive, tireless, persistent, examples of constant studio and hard work: he worked as a member of Parliament. Work hard to realize our long cherished dream with the ridicule of speaking in front of you: 1. If you want happiness for a year, inherit good luck. If you want
happiness for life, please help someone else Quote: 1. There is only one person who can make you happy and that person is you - David burns 2. Happiness is contagious and starts today's craze Wordmaster: CTM Ravendran Date: 02.09.2009 Words of the day: ASSIDOUOUS (Adj), Asidias (adv)
meaning, constantly attentive, tireless, persistent, examples of constant studio and hard work: he worked as a member of Parliament. Work hard to realize our long cherished dream with the ridicule of speaking in front of you: 1. If you want happiness for a year, inherit good luck. If you want happiness for
life, please help someone else Quote: 1. There is only one person who can make you happy and that person is you - David burns 2. Happiness is contagious and starts today's epidemic Wordmaster: CC Nanthakumar.N Date: 26.08.2009 Words: Meaning to Bring Meaning - Results That Bring About
(Results) To Reach The Results (Full Filling) Examples to Bring to Perfection: We Have a Lot to Achieve Today.Lie against you.- Bosnian proverbial quote: 1.a Lies may take care of the present, but it has no future. Word Master: DTM George Thomas Date: 19.08.2009 Words of the day:
OBSERVER,Observation is a noun, observation is verb meaning - mindful, watchful, Careful example: His observational eyes permeate the secret, and those of the observer who are bringing for all the hidden facts can very quickly come to a meaningful conclusion to the proverbial: 1. Hope for the best
and prepare for the best quote: 1. Always remember that your own determination is more important than before success Please - Abram Rincon Word Master: TM Slieraman Date: 12.08.2009 Words of the Day: SEDULOUS (Adj)) Meaning - Careful patience, a diligent example of application and pursuit:
The Titanic is an example of an excellent craftsman in the common world. Word Master: TM Govind Negi Date: 05.08.2009 Word of the day: ELED (Adj)) Meaning - Extreme Happiness, Very happy, Jubilant example: Her success was a family delighted to learn that our daughter won first prize word
master: TM Naseema Aifdeen Date: 29.07.2009 Words: PALMARY (Adj)) Meaning - Excellent, admirable, excellent example: Louis Paster Made a palm contribution in the proverbial field: 1.The thousand-mile journey begins in one step Quote: 1. The winner is the one who can hold firmly to the principles
of life, even in the darkest moments Strike Word Master: ACB Ninan Thomas Date: 22.07.2009 Words: FASTIDIOUS(n) Cleanliness (adverb) ), the meaning of cleanliness (noun) - an example of being unwieldy, critical, demanding, paying attention to detail: he is an imminent intellect with a habit of
cleanliness She is a good-natured habit about a personal cleanliness Word master: ATM /CL Srikumar Pai.L Date: 01.07.2009 Words: Bliss (n) Birisful (Adj), Bliss (adv) Meaning - Perfect happiness, Example of great joy: 1 Wish you bliss and a prosperous marriage 2. His marriage is filled with bliss 3.Hr
completed his exam bliss proverb: 1. Fools make feasts, wise eat them (wise men take advantage of fools' efforts) Quote: 1 Heart of Light Live Long - Shake Sphere Continued Page-02-022
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